
REBEL®
SUCTION-SIDE INGROUND POOL CLEANER  

Say goodbye to the dirt and debris that other cleaners can 

leave behind. Rise up and win the battle against the drudgery of 

challenging pool cleaning chores. Enlist the Rebel Cleaner for 

thorough cleaning coverage in tight corners, 90-degree angles 

and spaces other cleaners miss. All in record time. 

PENTAIR.COM

PRODUCT FEATURES

CLEANER

  Redesigned bearings allow up 
to 26 percent faster operation 
and product longevity  
 
*compared to previous Rebel V2 models

REDUCED CLEANING TIME*

   Dual-action roller skirt  
and upgraded chassis  
design provide  
uninterrupted cleaning

MANEUVERS UP AND  
OVER OBSTACLES

  Sure-flow turbine design 
captures debris, large  
and small

  SmartTrac™ programmed 
steering and steady-grip  
tire traction with new  
added tread for superior 
floor-to-wall cleaning

CLOG-FREE CLEANING MORE THOROUGH 
CLEANING COVERAGE 

  Enhanced hydraulic design 
perfectly complements 
variable speed and  
low-flow pumps

MORE CLEANING POWER 



Win the fight against hard-to-clean debris. The Rebel Cleaner puts reliable, powerful cleaning 
power into tough spaces that other cleaners can miss. This includes deep-to-shallow bottoms; up 
90-degree, floor-to-wall angles; and all the way to the water line. 
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ITEM # DESCRIPTION WEIGHT (LBS) DIMENSIONS

360473 Rebel Automatic Pool Cleaner  
for Inground Pools 15 42"x15.25"x9"

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

  No assembly required. Just connect the hoses 
and off it goes

  Gunite, vinyl, fiberglass and tile pools

  Quick-release latch provides fast, simple  
top access

  Port for dedicated vacuum line installations

  With a Pentair Leaf Trap for easy cleaning  
(product number 360476).

  Sleek, modern design

OTHER GREAT FEATURES INCLUDE

EASY TO OPERATE GREAT PERFORMANCE IN ANY POOL SURFACE

EASY CLEANOUT
ADDED SAFETY 

PAIRS PERFECTLY

LOOKS GREAT IN ANY POOL ENVIRONMENT


